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THE VISION

Our vision for Allensworth Passage is to create a place that is resilient in its form and performance, allowed for future growth 
and expansion, but most of all, celebrate and showcase the important history of this site and how that history informs future 
innovation. To support this vision we have focused our design goals to 3 categories: Resiliency, Celebration, and Growth.

By focusing on resiliency, the design solution is providing a strong foundation and protecting its future 
performance. Our design solution is resilient in its site design against threats of natural disaster and 
climate change. It is resilient in its building infrastructure against threats of utilities disconnection. It 
is resilient is its community against threats of displacement and isolation during times of disaster, and 
it is resilient in its operation and programming against threats of economic instability.

The history of Allensworth deserves to be highlighted. There is a legacy to uphold but there is also 
opportunity to celebrate the achievements of current work that will inspire future innovation. Our 
design solution provides spatial opportunities to highlight culture and art by allocating exterior and 
interior walls to display local art, achievements, and regional history. The design solution also allows 
for places for gathering for the local community as well as members of the industry to share ideas 
and foster a culture of discovery and delight. The boundaries between the enclosed rooms and outdoor 
courtyards are blurred to celebrate the idea that agricultural education doesn’t have to remain within 
the walls of a room and that the classroom is as much outdoors as it is indoors.

There cannot be sustainability without planning for future needs, growth, and expansion. By providing 
space to expand for future construction and creating flexible architecture where spaces can reduce 
and expand based on need, our design solution is strengthened by adaptability. Growth also takes into 
account the opportunity to expand on diverse services and program to adapt to a changing economy. 
The diversified program can create more streams of revenue on site and expand on tourism in the area.

THE BUILT FORM
Our design solution went through 
an evolution in form as we explored 
how this destination would be 
sited, its relationship to the street, 
its relationship to the indoors and 
outdoors, the connection between 
the educational and the agricultural 
program, and the efficiency of 
enclosed space to non enclosed 
space. The following are the design 
features that support our vision for 
Resilience, Celebration, and Growth:

Porches
Porches that provide shelter and protection, 
visual connection to other buildings, 
courtyards, and streets, and places for 
community learning and gathering.

Breezeways
Breezeways that provide permeable hallways 
for daylight and breeze, and walls for display of 
art, history, and achievements.

Destination
Destination at the terminus of the existing 
Young Road which we deemed as an important 
artery to the community of Allensworth. 
Our design extends Young Road as a main 
pedestrian pathway through our site.

Raised Platform 
Built up platform raised above the site to 
mitigate the risk and damages of flooding on 
the built environment, but also as a concept that 
only the landscape and agricultrial elements 
take root in the soil and the built environment is 
just a light touch on the surface of the site.

Courtyards
Courtyards that provide connection to the outdoors, 
places for play and community gathering.

Future Growth 
The goal is to provide space 
for physical expansion, future 
growth and construction, 
flexibility in the architecture 
to extend indoor spaces 
to outdoor spaces, and 
opportunities to expand on 
existing program to support 
entrepraneurship to sustain 
the community for future 
needs and strengthen 
adaptability.
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COMMUNITY AMENITIES OVERALL PROJECT SITE
Beyond the built site, our design solution proposes a wholistic visitor experience that 
encompasses the larger project site. This can serve as an educational tour that informs visitors 
of how the center operates and the various innovative technologies used on site.

1. Allensworth Passage
2. Row Crops
3. Seasonal Flower Fields
4. Spectator’s Shed - Covered canopy for moments of pause along path 

and includes local art displays
5. Agrovoltaics - for partly shaded agriculture under photovoltaic arrays
6. Roundabout/traffic circle
7. Vermiculture and Composting
8. Rabbit Farming
9. Orchard
10. Greenhouse
11. Farm Fleet Parking with charging stations for all electric fleet
12. Water treatment located adjacent to well for on site potable water
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The community of Allensworth has some existing amenities that contribute to the education, 
wellness, and connectivity of the region. These key landmarks include: 

Allensworth Passage proposes additional amenities that can further improve the 
connectivity of the surrounding community: 
+ General Store 
+ Cafe 
+ Green Space / Playground 
+ Farmer’s Market

Destination

Spectator’s Shed

Micro-Projects
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Student Housing + 
Shared Kitchen + 
Laundry Room 

Catering Kitchen

Building Support +
Storage

Cafe

Produce Market + 
Store

Community 
Center

Office + 
Battery Storage 

Teaching Labs

Public 
Restrooms

N

Young Rd

Ave 32

UNIFYING ROOF

BUILDING BLOCKS

DESIGN FEATURES

CAFE SPILL OUT + VENUE
Diverse services and program to adapt to a changing 

economy. Our design solution proposes  additional 
program such as a cafe and rentable venue space. The 

diversified program can create more streams of revenue 
on site and expand on tourism in the area.

‘THE GROVE’ 
FARMER’S MARKET

Our design solution proposes  
additional program such as a Farmer’s 

Market. The diversified program can 
create more streams of revenue on site 

and expand on tourism in the area. 

RAISED PLINTH
 Resilient in site design against threats 
of natural disaster and climate change 

by providing flood mitigation.

PUBLIC PLAZA
 Places for gathering for the local community as 

well as members of the industry to share ideas 
and foster a culture of discovery and delight. 

BREEZEWAYS
Spatial opportunities to highlight culture 
and art by allocating exterior walls to 
display local art, achievements, and 
regional history.

BIORETENTION
Resilient in site design against threats 
of natural disaster and climate change 
by providing flood mitigation and 
groundwater recharge.

LEARNING COURTYARD
The boundaries between the enclosed rooms and 
outdoor courtyards are blurred to celebrate the 
idea that agricultural education doesn’t have to 
remain within the walls of a room and that the 
classroom is as much outdoors as it is indoors.

FRONT PORCH
Resilient against threats of natural disaster 
and climate change by providing cooling 
centers in times of extreme heat events.

THE FOG CATCHER
Place for gathering for the local 

community as well as members of the 
industry to share ideas and foster a 

culture of discovery and delight.

COMMUNITY PLAYGROUND
Providing a local amenity for a safe play area and green 
space that is directly accessible off of Young Road 
which is the main artery to local schools and other 
community resources.
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1. Parking - 20 spots total with electric vehicle charging 
stations

2. Loading Area - For loading and unloading at the General Store, 
farmer’s market, cafe and catering kitchen

3. The Grove Farmer’s Market - a shaded outdoor area dedicated 
to the Farmer’s Market located adjacent to the general store 
and the cafe and kitchen

4. Catering Kitchen - 800 sf
5. Cafe - 400 sf with exterior seating to the south for visitors to 

enjoy light refreshments
6. Community Hub - Protected central courtyard centered 

around a fog catcher water feature. Exterior walls showcase 
site history and community postings

7. General Store - 640 sf  includes produce market and 
convenience store

8. Store Expansion - exterior expansion of the general store
9. Bioretention Area- flooding mitigation and groundwater 

recharge
10. Pedestrian Axis - Extension of Young Road through the project 

site
11. Playground - community amenity 
12. Windbreak grove for dust mitigation
13. Community Center - 350 sf serves as a multipurpose room
14. Teaching Lab - 1000 sf can be split into (2) 500 sf classrooms
15. Teaching Lab Expansion - expands into an outdoor classroom
16. Learning Courtyard - outdoor space with raised planters to 

aid in educational demonstrations with amphitheater seat 
steps

17. Standard Student Housing Unit - (6) 150 sf unit, toilet at 45 
sf each

18. Shared Kitchen -  340 sf
19. Shared Outdoor Dining 
20. Utility Closet - varies in sf
21. Shared Laundry - 190 sf
22. Accessible Student Housing Unit - (2) 175 sf each unit, toilet 

at 70 sf each
23. Accessible Guest Housing Unit - (1) 200 sf unit, toilet at 70 sf
24. Standard Guest Housing Unit - (3) 160 sf unit, toilet at 45 sf 

each
25. Battery Storage - 260 sf
26. Offices - (4) 100 sf each
27. Typical Breezeway
28. Storage - varies in sf
29. Housekeeping Closet - 50 sf
30. Restrooms - (2) 200 sf each
31. Vantage Point - Covered deck to view south towards 

agricultural fields
32. Venue Space - rentable to public
33. Row Crops
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ENLARGED SITE PLAN

STORMWATER 
MANAGEMENT

Bio Retention Area

Bio Retention Area 
Under Building

Site Drainage

Roof Drainage

SITE CIRCULATION

Main Pedestrian Entry

Pedestrian Axis

Main Pedestrian 
Circulation

Secondary Pedestrian 
Circulation

Outdoor Program Space

Vehicular Circulation

Parking

P

P

P

WIND 
MANAGEMENT

SOLAR RADIATION

Low Direct Sun

Medium Direct Sun -
Optimal for Daylight Monitors

High Direct Sun - 
Optimal for PV

Solar Panels on the 
South to maximize sun 
exposure

North & East facing dormer 
windows to maximize daylight

Prevailing day time 
winds from the NW
addressed by 
windbreak grove
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Playground
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GREYWATER 
SYSTEM

1
PV PANELS

BATTERY 
STORAGE

PV FARM

GROUND WATER 
RECHARGE

TREATED WATER
GREY WATER

POWER GRID

CROP PRODUCTIONPV PANELS

RABBIT FARMINGVERMICULTURECOMPOSTING

OCCUPIABLE
SPACE

EXCESS

BIOSWALE

RAISED 
PLANTERS

2 3

POTABLE WATER
FOR IRRIGATION

WELL

WATER TREATMENT 
SYSTEM

ORGANIC WASTE

ILLUSTRATED SECTION

SITE SYSTEMS

STANDING SEAM METAL ROOF ON 
RIGID POLYISO INSULATION.

RECLAIMED WOOD CLADDING 
OVER WOOL INSULATION ON WOOD 
STRUCTURE

PASSIVE EXHAUST VENTS AND 
MOTORIZED CEILING FANS

STANDING SEAM ROOFING ON 
CORTEN STEEL STRUCTURE

ELEVATED SLAB SUPPORTED ON 
CONCRETE PIERS ALLOWING FOR 
HIGH WATER EVENTS AND BELOW 
FLOOR AIR CIRCULATION.

PREFABRICATED CONCRETE PLANKS 
WITH OPEN JOINTSOPERABLE WINDOWS AND DOORS 

FOR CROSS VENTILATION.
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MECHANICAL SYSTEM SUMMARY
The goal of the project is to reduce as much demand as possible using passive design features. Then, use an efficient HVAC system to 
reduce building annual energy consumption. Later, renewable energy is used to offset the building energy consumption to achieve net 
zero.

Load Reduction: 
Massing & Orientation: The classrooms, community center, café, and housing units are located on the EW axis to avoid extreme heat gain. 
Restrooms and other service areas are located on the west side to block heat gain to the housing and classroom units. Extensive shading 
is provided on all sides to reduce heat gain, glare and enhance visual and occupant comfort. 

Improved Building Envelope: The wall, roof, and window thermal performance exceed T24 prescriptive requirements. The improved 
envelope minimizes heat gain and improves thermal comfort.

Reduced lighting power: All LED lights with daylight harvesting and enhanced automatic lighting shutoff controls adjust the LED 
output based on daylight availability. Daylight in the space is controlled to different Foot candle levels based on different spaces on IES 
standards. The shutoff controls automatically turn off LED lights when there is no occupancy.

Natural Ventilation: Windows are carefully placed considering the predominant wind direction. The housing unit has operable windows 
on the east side to bring in cool air and vents near the roof on the west side to exhaust the hot air. Similarly, classrooms ad community 
center has windows in 2 directions for cross ventilation. The natural ventilation is assumed between 55F - 75F outdoor air temperature.

Ceiling Fans: Ceiling fans are used everywhere to promote air movement to enhance occupant comfort in this desert area

A combination of the above strategies reduces the overall load of the building. The load reduction will help downsize the HVAC system 
and corresponding energy.

Efficient System: All electric system is used.
HVAC System: A water Source Variable refringent Flow (VRF) system with heat exchange to the ground source loop is used to provide 
cooling and heating to the building. The Mitsubishi heat recovery water source unit PQRY system with an efficiency of EER-20, IEER -28, 
and heating COP-6 is used for the analysis. The heat recovery component will recover heat from spaces that are in cooling mode and use 
it for spaces that are in the heating model and vice versa, further increasing efficiency and reducing energy consumption.

Domestic hot water: Domestic hot water is the second-highest energy component. A solar hot water heating system is used to preheat 
the incoming water. A flat panel type solar water system installed over 600 SF area is assumed. A highly efficient CO2 heat pump water 
heater with an efficiency of COP-4.5 is used to generate hot water.
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ANNUAL END USE SUMMARY MONTHLY END USE 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION
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HOURLY LOAD SHAPES FOR ENERGY & EMISSIONS
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RENEWABLE ENERGY SYSTEM
The annual energy consumption of the building is 58,520 kWH. 
A PV array of ~ 36 KW is required to offset the entire budiing energy to achieve Net Zero 
Energy. 

NREL’s (National Renewable Energy Laboratory) PV watts was used to calculate the PV 
array size based on orientation and roof tilt. 
Premium PV panels with approximately 22% efficiency was selected to be located on 
south facing roofs.

PV Array Size required to achieve Net Zero Energy = 36 KW
Annual Energy Generation from PV = 58,730 kWh
Minimum Required Roof Area for PV = 2,600 SF
Proposed Roof Area for PV SF: 4,300 SF
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BATTERY STORAGE SYSTEM
Sizing Storage System:

Homer Grid software is used to optimize energy storage system based on demand 
reduction and economic analysis. PV system capacity of 36 KW as determined by PV 
Watts was used as a constant for this analysis. Sensitivity analysis was performed for 
random outage times occurring 1 per year for 2 days.

Outage duration = 48 HRS
For PV Array= 36 KW
Lithium Ion Battery= 94 kWh
Converter = 8.75 kW
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CLIMATE ADAPTATION ASSESSMENT MATRIX
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EQUITY ESSAY
To address equity for this project, we must address the injustices and inequities of this community's 
complex history and present. 
 
 In tackling food scarcity, we envision this project to provide a space where local farmers are able to 
allocate and distribute part of their produce yield back to the community. Our proposal of a farmer's 
market and cafe helps to keep some of the food being produced on these neighboring farms at the 
local level and service the immediate communities who currently don't have access to fresh healthy 
food.
 
In addressing water scarcity, we envision this project to not only capture storm water, but also treat 
water on site to ensure clean water can be readily sourced and accessed. 
 
In tackling flooding, the site design redirects on site storm water, recharges the ground water, and 
raises the buildings on a plinth to keep built environments dry and safe. These spaces can be used to 
shelter the displaced community when their homes have been flooded and provide options to people 
who don't have the means to relocate to safer conditions quickly. 
 
To address the lack of access to safe green space and play areas, we envision the site to be filled 
with shaded public courtyards with playgrounds and places to gather for the community. When 
extreme heat can lead to power outages and leave vulnerable populations without places to cool 
down, we envision this project to be a safe haven and provide a cooling center for the community. 
 
In facing economic instability, we propose programs that create diverse jobs opportunities and 
promotes the entrepreneurial spirit Colonel Allensworth founded this town on. The project could rent 
out venue space, provide art exhibition space, host farmer's markets, and provide jobs in tourism, 
service, and hospitality industries. The teaching labs can host visiting educators and researchers 
and provide internet accessibility to a community that often lacks access to connectivity. 
 
We designed for inclusivity in the housing. We provided various types of units to accommodate 
different demographics such as those with varying mobility abilities and those with families. The 
shared kitchen and dining allow for large gatherings to share food and culture.
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first school

district in

california

established

by African

Americans

land of

promise 

The Architecture at Zero 2023 competition challenge is to design a teaching and

innovation farm lab, connecting the history of California’s first Black town, to its

present aspiration to become a destination for sustainable agriculture.

All entrants will design the TAC Teaching & Innovation Farm Lab. Graduate students

and professionals will also design housing for farm students on the site.

Black History

Month

Celebration —

February 11,

2023

design a teaching and

innovation farm lab + housing

for farm students

community

celebrations

     the challenge

Juneteenth

Celebration —

June 10, 2023

Allensworth

May Festival —

May 20, 2023

Annual

Rededication

— October 14,

2023

California’s first Black

town to its present

aspiration to become a

destination for

sustainable agriculture.

black self

sufficiency

PDF Architecture at Zer...

*double click*

download

brief here

realization and

resurrection of an

African American

dream
Open link

Competition Deadline July 14 2023

Allensworth - 

a true testament

to Black

American

Resilience

mapping

allensworth, ca

"...founded,

financed, and

governed by

Black

people."

celebrating

history

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe

Railway added a spur line to

Alpaugh, purposefully bypassing

Allensworth, so that white residents

would not have to interact with

Allensworth citizens. This move

deprived the town of its important

commercial artery.

Another reason for the decline revolved around

water. The private water company that had

committed to providing water to the community

did not honor that commitment.By the time the

town was able to get control of its own water

system, the water table had dropped far below

the outdated equipment's capability to pump it

to the surface.Years later, in 1967, water

inspectors discovered that the main water

supply contained high concentrations of

arsenic.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

communities of color such as

Allensworth disproportionately

victimized by the environmental

hazards.

towns decline

parts of the

town restored

death of the

community leader

and founder

"town that refused to die"

project program

project site

building

resilience

building 

equity

How well does the design

promote resilience for

residents of the project?

designing not just for typical or

current climates but also

considering future climate

changes and incorporating “the

ability to prepare and plan for,

absorb, recover from, and more

successfully adapt to adverse

events”

Does the design take into

account social vulnerabilities,

acknowledge experiences,

opportunities, and barriers

among different groups of

people, and help strengthen

communities by engaging local

social and cultural contexts?

Who might this project be

forgetting? How can the design

process and outcome remove

barriers and promote inclusion

and social equity, particularly

with respect to vulnerable

communities?

decarbonization

Does the design include a

realistic strategy for including

sufficient energy efficiency

measures and renewable energy

sources to achieve decarbonized

building operations? Does the

submission adequately describe

its strategy to reduce embodied

carbon?

How does the submission

incorporate decarbonization

design principles in the design of

the building?

energy strategy

Does the design include a

realistic strategy for including

sufficient energy efficiency

measures to approach Zero Net

Energy?

How does the submission

incorporate energy reduction and

performance in the design of the

building?

form

How does the form and

configuration of the builidng

inform the project experience

and values?

The jury will consider how the

project’s built-form manifests the

stated intent through its

materials, shape, spatial

organization, detailing, etc. The

project’s form should indicate

the building’s relationship to its

surroundings, its users and the

public at large. It isn’t enough to

be beautiful. The focus should

not be on creating a cutting edge

or trendy form, but rather on a

considered, appropriate design

that is relevant and effective for

its audience and intent.

building a

supportive

ecosystem for

entrepreneurship

designing for

dignity

ethics of

designing for

disadvantaged

communities

+

+
+

+

+

small BIG

ideas

submission requirements 

Competition Deadline June 14 2023

tentative project timeline 

FEB JULYMAR APR MAY JUNE

the opportunity

other sources: watch

video here.
Open link

quality of

life

“is about knowing your

intrinsic worth and seeing

that worth reflected in the

places you inhabit.”

RESEARCH AND

PROPOSE

PROJECT

OBJECTIVES.

 NO DRAWING

FOR 2 WEEKS

DEBATE 

OBJECTIVES

CREATE

FRAMEWORK

FOR DESIGN

WEEKLY

MEETING TO

SHARE DESIGN

IDEAS (6

WEEKS)

ENERGY

MODELING

JUNE 15TH

SUBMITTAL

DEADLINE

DESIGN

PRODUCTION
Community was thriving from

1904-1920s

Rail spur discontinuation and

water scarcity devastated town.

Allensworth Hamlet specific plan

done in 2017

Opportunity for new economic

engine serving population.

Avenue for entrepreneurship for

many migrants and farm workers.

Project should manifest desire for

self-sufficiency

Pilot for the country and world.

Educational component.  Housing

is for students and workers.

Agro tourism opportunity

Fallow adjacent fields create air

pollution (Valley Fever)

Arsenic in ground water (working

with university to resolve)

Housing can be modern without

forgetting simplicity of original

homes.

30 points

20 points

20 points

20 points

10 points

design

sprint 

Do you have any specifics related to project budget?  For now, we are assuming it

must be highly economical.

There is not a specific budget but yes safe to assume it must be economical.

Who are the intended end users of the housing (farmers, families, students,

adjunct researchers)  and do you anticipate them being long term tenants?

The housing is designated for farm students so currently not for long term tenants.

It sounds like much of the program is centered around conventional organic

farming practices.  Is there an aspect that will showcase potential future

technologies and challenges of growing food in arid climates?

Do you mean the Allensworth Progressive Association program?

The lot diagram shows a division between the teaching and innovation lab on the

east, and the housing on the west.  Can these program areas be flipped and is the

line delineating each side fungible?

As this is a design competition you are free to make changes, just be sure to explain the

rationale in your narrative.       

We are intrigued with the idea that this can become a thriving destination and

thus a meaningful economic and cultural event for the community.   Would small

interventions that potentially go beyond the designated building zone and into the

actual farming areas such as art installations or curated tours be out of the

question?  Please clarify whether design submissions can propose additional

program ideas for remaining majority of site.

Yes, you are allowed to go beyond the designated requirements.

Are we allowed to reach out to the Allensworth Progressive Association leaders

for any additional questions?

We would prefer if you didn't, if there are specific questions, please send them to me and

I can forward to APA.

Competition Questions &

Respones

idea board

historical aspect

celebrating history

history of

allensworth, site,

how we got here?

curating an

experience, walk

through history

speak to existing

demographic

hub for other minority

historically underprivileged/

underserved

"marry the past with the

present"

logic for growth

mobile/flexible

aspect to growth

temporal aspect

idea of resiliency -

people and buildings 

resilience

mentorship

focus on

inclusion

day 1 street presence

structure for the

farmers market

for shading
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 When thinking of how to help mitigate high temperatures: 

 ○  Can the project enhance insulation of homes? 

 ○  Can the project install cool roofs? 

 ○  Can the project provide a community cooling center? 

 ●  When thinking of drought or extreme precipitation events: 

 ○  Can the project set up an ongoing mechanism to conserve water? 

 ○  Can the project plant native, drought-tolerant vegetation? 

 ●  When thinking of wildfires: 

 ○  Can the project involve fire hazard prevention work to mitigate

wildfire threats to 

 communities? 

 ○  Can the project include a backup power source to operate in case

of emergency power 

 shutoff? 

 Equitable design takes into account social vulnerabilities,

acknowledges experiences, opportunities, 

 and barriers among different groups of people, and helps strengthen

communities by engaging local 

 social and cultural contexts

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing for a community with a

complex history? 

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing housing for farming

students? 

 ●  If you or your team are from outside California, how might these

challenges be the same or 

 different for your community? 

 ●  Did your work on this project contribute to your understanding of

equity? 

  Entrants should indicate on the site plan and section drawings how

and where the submission 

 has considered equitable design. 

 2.  Entrants must submit a brief essay (no more than 250 words) about

how the submission 

 addresses equitable design considerations, such as those listed

above. Specific questions that 

 you might address include: 

 ●  What strategies did you use to promote an environment that is

culturally and 

 linguistically responsive? 

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing for families from diff
erent cultural and 

 linguistic backgrounds? 

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing housing for farmers, and

what questions did 

 you ask yourself throughout the design process? 

 ●  If you or your team is from outside California, how might these

challenges be the same 

 or different for farmers in your community? 

What is the project's greater reach? How could this project

contribute to creating a diverse, accessible, walkable, just, and

human-scaled community?

Who might this project be forgetting? How can the design process

and outcome remove barriers and promote inclusion and social

equity, particularly with respect to vulnerable communities?

What opportunities exist in this project to include, engage, and

promote human connection?

How can the design support health and resilience for the

community during times of need or during emergencies?

\/

It is believed the Smith House was built in

1918 by Mr. Frank Smith, who was known for

having the "best" "truck garden" in the area

and for raising Belgian hares.

The Dotson family came

to Allensworth in 1911 and

in late 1914 they opened a

restaurant in the front of

their home. The Dotsons

relocated to Fresno in

1920 and their house and

restaurant were

reconstructed in 2004.

Frank Milner came from the Bay Area in 1911

and in 1914 replaced the small frame house

he had been using as a barbershop with a

building constructed of concrete blocks that

were made on-site.

The Allensworth Cash Store was built by

Joshua Singleton in 1910 and at one time

also included the post office. The

Singleton family lived in the back part of

the building, behind the one big room that

served as the store.

Colonel Allensworth, himself a Baptist

minister, started the process of

constructing a Baptist church in

Allensworth. The church was dedicated

in March 1916, and it later became the

most significant reconstruction project

undertaken by California State Parks in

the 1990s.

The Stockett House (foreground) and

Hackett House (left) were among the first

built in Allensworth. Abraham Stockett built

the Hackett house in 1910, and classes were

held there for two years until the

schoolhouse was built.

Built in 1912, the Allensworth

Schoolhouse was the biggest building in

town, and represented the hopes and

dreams that Allensworth's residents had

for their children.

The Allensworth Hotel, built

in 1910, served traveling

salesmen and others with

business in the area.

The first branch of the

Tulare County Free Library

was housed in Allensworth,

in this building--the Mary

Dickerson Memorial Library.

The Hindsman Store was and is a dominant

fixture of Allensworth.

The house Allen Allensworth

and his family built and called

home

Agricultural buildings, like this

dairy barn that belonged to the

Ashby family, were and are a big

part of the Allensworth

landscape.
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The Architecture at Zero 2023 competition challenge is to design a teaching and

innovation farm lab, connecting the history of California’s first Black town, to its

present aspiration to become a destination for sustainable agriculture.

All entrants will design the TAC Teaching & Innovation Farm Lab. Graduate students

and professionals will also design housing for farm students on the site.

Black History

Month

Celebration —

February 11,

2023

design a teaching and

innovation farm lab + housing

for farm students

community

celebrations

     the challenge

Juneteenth

Celebration —

June 10, 2023

Allensworth

May Festival —

May 20, 2023

Annual

Rededication

— October 14,

2023

California’s first Black

town to its present

aspiration to become a

destination for

sustainable agriculture.

black self

sufficiency
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Allensworth - 

a true testament

to Black

American

Resilience

mapping

allensworth, ca

"...founded,

financed, and

governed by

Black

people."

celebrating

history

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe

Railway added a spur line to

Alpaugh, purposefully bypassing

Allensworth, so that white residents

would not have to interact with

Allensworth citizens. This move

deprived the town of its important

commercial artery.

Another reason for the decline revolved around

water. The private water company that had

committed to providing water to the community

did not honor that commitment.By the time the

town was able to get control of its own water

system, the water table had dropped far below

the outdated equipment's capability to pump it

to the surface.Years later, in 1967, water

inspectors discovered that the main water

supply contained high concentrations of

arsenic.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

communities of color such as

Allensworth disproportionately

victimized by the environmental

hazards.

towns decline

parts of the

town restored

death of the

community leader

and founder

"town that refused to die"

project program

project site

building

resilience

building 

equity

How well does the design

promote resilience for

residents of the project?

designing not just for typical or

current climates but also

considering future climate

changes and incorporating “the

ability to prepare and plan for,

absorb, recover from, and more

successfully adapt to adverse

events”

Does the design take into

account social vulnerabilities,

acknowledge experiences,

opportunities, and barriers

among different groups of

people, and help strengthen

communities by engaging local

social and cultural contexts?

Who might this project be

forgetting? How can the design

process and outcome remove

barriers and promote inclusion

and social equity, particularly

with respect to vulnerable

communities?

decarbonization

Does the design include a

realistic strategy for including

sufficient energy efficiency

measures and renewable energy

sources to achieve decarbonized

building operations? Does the

submission adequately describe

its strategy to reduce embodied

carbon?

How does the submission

incorporate decarbonization

design principles in the design of

the building?

energy strategy

Does the design include a

realistic strategy for including

sufficient energy efficiency

measures to approach Zero Net

Energy?

How does the submission

incorporate energy reduction and

performance in the design of the

building?

form

How does the form and

configuration of the builidng

inform the project experience

and values?

The jury will consider how the

project’s built-form manifests the

stated intent through its

materials, shape, spatial

organization, detailing, etc. The

project’s form should indicate

the building’s relationship to its

surroundings, its users and the

public at large. It isn’t enough to

be beautiful. The focus should

not be on creating a cutting edge

or trendy form, but rather on a

considered, appropriate design

that is relevant and effective for

its audience and intent.

building a

supportive

ecosystem for

entrepreneurship

designing for

dignity

ethics of

designing for

disadvantaged

communities

+
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Community was thriving from
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Opportunity for new economic

engine serving population.

Avenue for entrepreneurship for

many migrants and farm workers.

Project should manifest desire for

self-sufficiency

Pilot for the country and world.

Educational component.  Housing

is for students and workers.

Agro tourism opportunity

Fallow adjacent fields create air

pollution (Valley Fever)

Arsenic in ground water (working

with university to resolve)

Housing can be modern without

forgetting simplicity of original

homes.
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Do you have any specifics related to project budget?  For now, we are assuming it

must be highly economical.

There is not a specific budget but yes safe to assume it must be economical.

Who are the intended end users of the housing (farmers, families, students,

adjunct researchers)  and do you anticipate them being long term tenants?

The housing is designated for farm students so currently not for long term tenants.

It sounds like much of the program is centered around conventional organic

farming practices.  Is there an aspect that will showcase potential future

technologies and challenges of growing food in arid climates?

Do you mean the Allensworth Progressive Association program?

The lot diagram shows a division between the teaching and innovation lab on the

east, and the housing on the west.  Can these program areas be flipped and is the

line delineating each side fungible?

As this is a design competition you are free to make changes, just be sure to explain the

rationale in your narrative.       

We are intrigued with the idea that this can become a thriving destination and

thus a meaningful economic and cultural event for the community.   Would small

interventions that potentially go beyond the designated building zone and into the

actual farming areas such as art installations or curated tours be out of the

question?  Please clarify whether design submissions can propose additional

program ideas for remaining majority of site.

Yes, you are allowed to go beyond the designated requirements.

Are we allowed to reach out to the Allensworth Progressive Association leaders

for any additional questions?

We would prefer if you didn't, if there are specific questions, please send them to me and

I can forward to APA.
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 When thinking of how to help mitigate high temperatures: 

 ○  Can the project enhance insulation of homes? 

 ○  Can the project install cool roofs? 

 ○  Can the project provide a community cooling center? 

 ●  When thinking of drought or extreme precipitation events: 

 ○  Can the project set up an ongoing mechanism to conserve water? 

 ○  Can the project plant native, drought-tolerant vegetation? 

 ●  When thinking of wildfires: 

 ○  Can the project involve fire hazard prevention work to mitigate

wildfire threats to 

 communities? 

 ○  Can the project include a backup power source to operate in case

of emergency power 

 shutoff? 

 Equitable design takes into account social vulnerabilities,

acknowledges experiences, opportunities, 

 and barriers among different groups of people, and helps strengthen

communities by engaging local 

 social and cultural contexts

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing for a community with a

complex history? 

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing housing for farming

students? 

 ●  If you or your team are from outside California, how might these

challenges be the same or 

 different for your community? 

 ●  Did your work on this project contribute to your understanding of

equity? 

  Entrants should indicate on the site plan and section drawings how

and where the submission 

 has considered equitable design. 

 2.  Entrants must submit a brief essay (no more than 250 words) about

how the submission 

 addresses equitable design considerations, such as those listed

above. Specific questions that 

 you might address include: 

 ●  What strategies did you use to promote an environment that is

culturally and 

 linguistically responsive? 

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing for families from diff
erent cultural and 

 linguistic backgrounds? 

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing housing for farmers, and

what questions did 

 you ask yourself throughout the design process? 

 ●  If you or your team is from outside California, how might these

challenges be the same 

 or different for farmers in your community? 

What is the project's greater reach? How could this project

contribute to creating a diverse, accessible, walkable, just, and

human-scaled community?

Who might this project be forgetting? How can the design process

and outcome remove barriers and promote inclusion and social

equity, particularly with respect to vulnerable communities?

What opportunities exist in this project to include, engage, and

promote human connection?

How can the design support health and resilience for the

community during times of need or during emergencies?

\/

It is believed the Smith House was built in

1918 by Mr. Frank Smith, who was known for

having the "best" "truck garden" in the area

and for raising Belgian hares.

The Dotson family came

to Allensworth in 1911 and

in late 1914 they opened a

restaurant in the front of

their home. The Dotsons

relocated to Fresno in

1920 and their house and

restaurant were

reconstructed in 2004.

Frank Milner came from the Bay Area in 1911

and in 1914 replaced the small frame house

he had been using as a barbershop with a

building constructed of concrete blocks that

were made on-site.

The Allensworth Cash Store was built by

Joshua Singleton in 1910 and at one time

also included the post office. The

Singleton family lived in the back part of

the building, behind the one big room that

served as the store.

Colonel Allensworth, himself a Baptist

minister, started the process of

constructing a Baptist church in

Allensworth. The church was dedicated

in March 1916, and it later became the

most significant reconstruction project

undertaken by California State Parks in

the 1990s.

The Stockett House (foreground) and

Hackett House (left) were among the first

built in Allensworth. Abraham Stockett built

the Hackett house in 1910, and classes were

held there for two years until the

schoolhouse was built.

Built in 1912, the Allensworth

Schoolhouse was the biggest building in

town, and represented the hopes and

dreams that Allensworth's residents had

for their children.

The Allensworth Hotel, built

in 1910, served traveling

salesmen and others with

business in the area.

The first branch of the

Tulare County Free Library

was housed in Allensworth,

in this building--the Mary

Dickerson Memorial Library.

The Hindsman Store was and is a dominant

fixture of Allensworth.

The house Allen Allensworth

and his family built and called

home

Agricultural buildings, like this

dairy barn that belonged to the

Ashby family, were and are a big

part of the Allensworth

landscape.
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The Architecture at Zero 2023 competition challenge is to design a teaching and

innovation farm lab, connecting the history of California’s first Black town, to its

present aspiration to become a destination for sustainable agriculture.

All entrants will design the TAC Teaching & Innovation Farm Lab. Graduate students

and professionals will also design housing for farm students on the site.

Black History

Month

Celebration —

February 11,

2023

design a teaching and

innovation farm lab + housing

for farm students

community

celebrations

     the challenge

Juneteenth

Celebration —

June 10, 2023

Allensworth

May Festival —

May 20, 2023

Annual

Rededication

— October 14,

2023

California’s first Black

town to its present

aspiration to become a

destination for

sustainable agriculture.

black self

sufficiency
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dream
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Allensworth - 

a true testament

to Black

American

Resilience

mapping

allensworth, ca

"...founded,

financed, and

governed by

Black

people."

celebrating

history

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe

Railway added a spur line to

Alpaugh, purposefully bypassing

Allensworth, so that white residents

would not have to interact with

Allensworth citizens. This move

deprived the town of its important

commercial artery.

Another reason for the decline revolved around

water. The private water company that had

committed to providing water to the community

did not honor that commitment.By the time the

town was able to get control of its own water

system, the water table had dropped far below

the outdated equipment's capability to pump it

to the surface.Years later, in 1967, water

inspectors discovered that the main water

supply contained high concentrations of

arsenic.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

communities of color such as

Allensworth disproportionately

victimized by the environmental

hazards.

towns decline

parts of the

town restored

death of the

community leader

and founder

"town that refused to die"

project program

project site

building

resilience

building 

equity

How well does the design

promote resilience for

residents of the project?

designing not just for typical or

current climates but also

considering future climate

changes and incorporating “the

ability to prepare and plan for,

absorb, recover from, and more

successfully adapt to adverse

events”

Does the design take into

account social vulnerabilities,

acknowledge experiences,

opportunities, and barriers

among different groups of

people, and help strengthen

communities by engaging local

social and cultural contexts?

Who might this project be

forgetting? How can the design

process and outcome remove

barriers and promote inclusion

and social equity, particularly

with respect to vulnerable

communities?

decarbonization

Does the design include a

realistic strategy for including

sufficient energy efficiency

measures and renewable energy

sources to achieve decarbonized

building operations? Does the

submission adequately describe

its strategy to reduce embodied

carbon?

How does the submission

incorporate decarbonization

design principles in the design of

the building?

energy strategy

Does the design include a

realistic strategy for including

sufficient energy efficiency

measures to approach Zero Net

Energy?

How does the submission

incorporate energy reduction and

performance in the design of the

building?

form

How does the form and

configuration of the builidng

inform the project experience

and values?

The jury will consider how the

project’s built-form manifests the

stated intent through its

materials, shape, spatial

organization, detailing, etc. The

project’s form should indicate

the building’s relationship to its

surroundings, its users and the

public at large. It isn’t enough to

be beautiful. The focus should

not be on creating a cutting edge

or trendy form, but rather on a

considered, appropriate design

that is relevant and effective for

its audience and intent.

building a

supportive

ecosystem for

entrepreneurship

designing for

dignity

ethics of

designing for

disadvantaged

communities

+

+
+

+

+
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Community was thriving from

1904-1920s

Rail spur discontinuation and

water scarcity devastated town.

Allensworth Hamlet specific plan

done in 2017

Opportunity for new economic

engine serving population.

Avenue for entrepreneurship for

many migrants and farm workers.

Project should manifest desire for

self-sufficiency

Pilot for the country and world.

Educational component.  Housing

is for students and workers.

Agro tourism opportunity

Fallow adjacent fields create air

pollution (Valley Fever)

Arsenic in ground water (working

with university to resolve)

Housing can be modern without

forgetting simplicity of original

homes.
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Do you have any specifics related to project budget?  For now, we are assuming it

must be highly economical.

There is not a specific budget but yes safe to assume it must be economical.

Who are the intended end users of the housing (farmers, families, students,

adjunct researchers)  and do you anticipate them being long term tenants?

The housing is designated for farm students so currently not for long term tenants.

It sounds like much of the program is centered around conventional organic

farming practices.  Is there an aspect that will showcase potential future

technologies and challenges of growing food in arid climates?

Do you mean the Allensworth Progressive Association program?

The lot diagram shows a division between the teaching and innovation lab on the

east, and the housing on the west.  Can these program areas be flipped and is the

line delineating each side fungible?

As this is a design competition you are free to make changes, just be sure to explain the

rationale in your narrative.       

We are intrigued with the idea that this can become a thriving destination and

thus a meaningful economic and cultural event for the community.   Would small

interventions that potentially go beyond the designated building zone and into the

actual farming areas such as art installations or curated tours be out of the

question?  Please clarify whether design submissions can propose additional

program ideas for remaining majority of site.

Yes, you are allowed to go beyond the designated requirements.

Are we allowed to reach out to the Allensworth Progressive Association leaders

for any additional questions?

We would prefer if you didn't, if there are specific questions, please send them to me and

I can forward to APA.

Competition Questions &
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idea board
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present"
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temporal aspect
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focus on
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 When thinking of how to help mitigate high temperatures: 

 ○  Can the project enhance insulation of homes? 

 ○  Can the project install cool roofs? 

 ○  Can the project provide a community cooling center? 

 ●  When thinking of drought or extreme precipitation events: 

 ○  Can the project set up an ongoing mechanism to conserve water? 

 ○  Can the project plant native, drought-tolerant vegetation? 

 ●  When thinking of wildfires: 

 ○  Can the project involve fire hazard prevention work to mitigate

wildfire threats to 

 communities? 

 ○  Can the project include a backup power source to operate in case

of emergency power 

 shutoff? 

 Equitable design takes into account social vulnerabilities,

acknowledges experiences, opportunities, 

 and barriers among different groups of people, and helps strengthen

communities by engaging local 

 social and cultural contexts

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing for a community with a

complex history? 

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing housing for farming

students? 

 ●  If you or your team are from outside California, how might these

challenges be the same or 

 different for your community? 

 ●  Did your work on this project contribute to your understanding of

equity? 

  Entrants should indicate on the site plan and section drawings how

and where the submission 

 has considered equitable design. 

 2.  Entrants must submit a brief essay (no more than 250 words) about

how the submission 

 addresses equitable design considerations, such as those listed

above. Specific questions that 

 you might address include: 

 ●  What strategies did you use to promote an environment that is

culturally and 

 linguistically responsive? 

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing for families from diff
erent cultural and 

 linguistic backgrounds? 

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing housing for farmers, and

what questions did 

 you ask yourself throughout the design process? 

 ●  If you or your team is from outside California, how might these

challenges be the same 

 or different for farmers in your community? 

What is the project's greater reach? How could this project

contribute to creating a diverse, accessible, walkable, just, and

human-scaled community?

Who might this project be forgetting? How can the design process

and outcome remove barriers and promote inclusion and social

equity, particularly with respect to vulnerable communities?

What opportunities exist in this project to include, engage, and

promote human connection?

How can the design support health and resilience for the

community during times of need or during emergencies?
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It is believed the Smith House was built in

1918 by Mr. Frank Smith, who was known for

having the "best" "truck garden" in the area

and for raising Belgian hares.

The Dotson family came

to Allensworth in 1911 and

in late 1914 they opened a

restaurant in the front of

their home. The Dotsons

relocated to Fresno in

1920 and their house and

restaurant were

reconstructed in 2004.

Frank Milner came from the Bay Area in 1911

and in 1914 replaced the small frame house

he had been using as a barbershop with a

building constructed of concrete blocks that

were made on-site.

The Allensworth Cash Store was built by

Joshua Singleton in 1910 and at one time

also included the post office. The

Singleton family lived in the back part of

the building, behind the one big room that

served as the store.

Colonel Allensworth, himself a Baptist

minister, started the process of

constructing a Baptist church in

Allensworth. The church was dedicated

in March 1916, and it later became the

most significant reconstruction project

undertaken by California State Parks in

the 1990s.

The Stockett House (foreground) and

Hackett House (left) were among the first

built in Allensworth. Abraham Stockett built

the Hackett house in 1910, and classes were

held there for two years until the

schoolhouse was built.

Built in 1912, the Allensworth

Schoolhouse was the biggest building in

town, and represented the hopes and

dreams that Allensworth's residents had

for their children.

The Allensworth Hotel, built

in 1910, served traveling

salesmen and others with

business in the area.

The first branch of the

Tulare County Free Library

was housed in Allensworth,

in this building--the Mary

Dickerson Memorial Library.

The Hindsman Store was and is a dominant

fixture of Allensworth.

The house Allen Allensworth

and his family built and called

home

Agricultural buildings, like this

dairy barn that belonged to the

Ashby family, were and are a big

part of the Allensworth

landscape.
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The Architecture at Zero 2023 competition challenge is to design a teaching and

innovation farm lab, connecting the history of California’s first Black town, to its

present aspiration to become a destination for sustainable agriculture.

All entrants will design the TAC Teaching & Innovation Farm Lab. Graduate students

and professionals will also design housing for farm students on the site.

Black History

Month

Celebration —

February 11,

2023

design a teaching and

innovation farm lab + housing

for farm students

community

celebrations

     the challenge

Juneteenth

Celebration —

June 10, 2023

Allensworth

May Festival —

May 20, 2023

Annual

Rededication

— October 14,

2023

California’s first Black

town to its present

aspiration to become a

destination for

sustainable agriculture.

black self

sufficiency
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Allensworth - 

a true testament

to Black

American

Resilience

mapping

allensworth, ca

"...founded,

financed, and

governed by

Black

people."

celebrating

history

The Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe

Railway added a spur line to

Alpaugh, purposefully bypassing

Allensworth, so that white residents

would not have to interact with

Allensworth citizens. This move

deprived the town of its important

commercial artery.

Another reason for the decline revolved around

water. The private water company that had

committed to providing water to the community

did not honor that commitment.By the time the

town was able to get control of its own water

system, the water table had dropped far below

the outdated equipment's capability to pump it

to the surface.Years later, in 1967, water

inspectors discovered that the main water

supply contained high concentrations of

arsenic.

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

communities of color such as

Allensworth disproportionately

victimized by the environmental

hazards.

towns decline

parts of the

town restored

death of the

community leader

and founder

"town that refused to die"

project program

project site

building

resilience

building 

equity

How well does the design

promote resilience for

residents of the project?

designing not just for typical or

current climates but also

considering future climate

changes and incorporating “the

ability to prepare and plan for,

absorb, recover from, and more

successfully adapt to adverse

events”

Does the design take into

account social vulnerabilities,

acknowledge experiences,

opportunities, and barriers

among different groups of

people, and help strengthen

communities by engaging local

social and cultural contexts?

Who might this project be

forgetting? How can the design

process and outcome remove

barriers and promote inclusion

and social equity, particularly

with respect to vulnerable

communities?

decarbonization

Does the design include a

realistic strategy for including

sufficient energy efficiency

measures and renewable energy

sources to achieve decarbonized

building operations? Does the

submission adequately describe

its strategy to reduce embodied

carbon?

How does the submission

incorporate decarbonization

design principles in the design of

the building?

energy strategy

Does the design include a

realistic strategy for including

sufficient energy efficiency

measures to approach Zero Net

Energy?

How does the submission

incorporate energy reduction and

performance in the design of the

building?

form

How does the form and

configuration of the builidng

inform the project experience

and values?

The jury will consider how the

project’s built-form manifests the

stated intent through its

materials, shape, spatial

organization, detailing, etc. The

project’s form should indicate

the building’s relationship to its

surroundings, its users and the

public at large. It isn’t enough to

be beautiful. The focus should

not be on creating a cutting edge

or trendy form, but rather on a

considered, appropriate design

that is relevant and effective for

its audience and intent.

building a

supportive

ecosystem for

entrepreneurship

designing for

dignity

ethics of

designing for

disadvantaged

communities

+

+
+

+

+

small BIG

ideas

submission requirements 

Competition Deadline June 14 2023

tentative project timeline 

FEB JULYMAR APR MAY JUNE

the opportunity

other sources: watch

video here.
Open link

quality of

life

“is about knowing your

intrinsic worth and seeing

that worth reflected in the

places you inhabit.”

RESEARCH AND

PROPOSE

PROJECT

OBJECTIVES.

 NO DRAWING

FOR 2 WEEKS

DEBATE 

OBJECTIVES

CREATE

FRAMEWORK

FOR DESIGN

WEEKLY

MEETING TO

SHARE DESIGN

IDEAS (6

WEEKS)

ENERGY

MODELING

JUNE 15TH

SUBMITTAL

DEADLINE

DESIGN

PRODUCTION
Community was thriving from

1904-1920s

Rail spur discontinuation and

water scarcity devastated town.

Allensworth Hamlet specific plan

done in 2017

Opportunity for new economic

engine serving population.

Avenue for entrepreneurship for

many migrants and farm workers.

Project should manifest desire for

self-sufficiency

Pilot for the country and world.

Educational component.  Housing

is for students and workers.

Agro tourism opportunity

Fallow adjacent fields create air

pollution (Valley Fever)

Arsenic in ground water (working

with university to resolve)

Housing can be modern without

forgetting simplicity of original

homes.

30 points

20 points

20 points

20 points

10 points

design

sprint 

Do you have any specifics related to project budget?  For now, we are assuming it

must be highly economical.

There is not a specific budget but yes safe to assume it must be economical.

Who are the intended end users of the housing (farmers, families, students,

adjunct researchers)  and do you anticipate them being long term tenants?

The housing is designated for farm students so currently not for long term tenants.

It sounds like much of the program is centered around conventional organic

farming practices.  Is there an aspect that will showcase potential future

technologies and challenges of growing food in arid climates?

Do you mean the Allensworth Progressive Association program?

The lot diagram shows a division between the teaching and innovation lab on the

east, and the housing on the west.  Can these program areas be flipped and is the

line delineating each side fungible?

As this is a design competition you are free to make changes, just be sure to explain the

rationale in your narrative.       

We are intrigued with the idea that this can become a thriving destination and

thus a meaningful economic and cultural event for the community.   Would small

interventions that potentially go beyond the designated building zone and into the

actual farming areas such as art installations or curated tours be out of the

question?  Please clarify whether design submissions can propose additional

program ideas for remaining majority of site.

Yes, you are allowed to go beyond the designated requirements.

Are we allowed to reach out to the Allensworth Progressive Association leaders

for any additional questions?

We would prefer if you didn't, if there are specific questions, please send them to me and

I can forward to APA.

Competition Questions &

Respones

idea board

historical aspect

celebrating history

history of

allensworth, site,

how we got here?

curating an

experience, walk

through history

speak to existing

demographic

hub for other minority

historically underprivileged/

underserved

"marry the past with the

present"

logic for growth

mobile/flexible

aspect to growth

temporal aspect

idea of resiliency -

people and buildings 

resilience

mentorship

focus on

inclusion

day 1 street presence

structure for the

farmers market

for shading

P
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 When thinking of how to help mitigate high temperatures: 

 ○  Can the project enhance insulation of homes? 

 ○  Can the project install cool roofs? 

 ○  Can the project provide a community cooling center? 

 ●  When thinking of drought or extreme precipitation events: 

 ○  Can the project set up an ongoing mechanism to conserve water? 

 ○  Can the project plant native, drought-tolerant vegetation? 

 ●  When thinking of wildfires: 

 ○  Can the project involve fire hazard prevention work to mitigate

wildfire threats to 

 communities? 

 ○  Can the project include a backup power source to operate in case

of emergency power 

 shutoff? 

 Equitable design takes into account social vulnerabilities,

acknowledges experiences, opportunities, 

 and barriers among different groups of people, and helps strengthen

communities by engaging local 

 social and cultural contexts

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing for a community with a

complex history? 

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing housing for farming

students? 

 ●  If you or your team are from outside California, how might these

challenges be the same or 

 different for your community? 

 ●  Did your work on this project contribute to your understanding of

equity? 

  Entrants should indicate on the site plan and section drawings how

and where the submission 

 has considered equitable design. 

 2.  Entrants must submit a brief essay (no more than 250 words) about

how the submission 

 addresses equitable design considerations, such as those listed

above. Specific questions that 

 you might address include: 

 ●  What strategies did you use to promote an environment that is

culturally and 

 linguistically responsive? 

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing for families from diff
erent cultural and 

 linguistic backgrounds? 

 ●  What challenges did you face in designing housing for farmers, and

what questions did 

 you ask yourself throughout the design process? 

 ●  If you or your team is from outside California, how might these

challenges be the same 

 or different for farmers in your community? 

What is the project's greater reach? How could this project

contribute to creating a diverse, accessible, walkable, just, and

human-scaled community?

Who might this project be forgetting? How can the design process

and outcome remove barriers and promote inclusion and social

equity, particularly with respect to vulnerable communities?

What opportunities exist in this project to include, engage, and

promote human connection?

How can the design support health and resilience for the

community during times of need or during emergencies?

\/

It is believed the Smith House was built in

1918 by Mr. Frank Smith, who was known for

having the "best" "truck garden" in the area

and for raising Belgian hares.

The Dotson family came

to Allensworth in 1911 and

in late 1914 they opened a

restaurant in the front of

their home. The Dotsons

relocated to Fresno in

1920 and their house and

restaurant were

reconstructed in 2004.

Frank Milner came from the Bay Area in 1911

and in 1914 replaced the small frame house

he had been using as a barbershop with a

building constructed of concrete blocks that

were made on-site.

The Allensworth Cash Store was built by

Joshua Singleton in 1910 and at one time

also included the post office. The

Singleton family lived in the back part of

the building, behind the one big room that

served as the store.

Colonel Allensworth, himself a Baptist

minister, started the process of

constructing a Baptist church in

Allensworth. The church was dedicated

in March 1916, and it later became the

most significant reconstruction project

undertaken by California State Parks in

the 1990s.

The Stockett House (foreground) and

Hackett House (left) were among the first

built in Allensworth. Abraham Stockett built

the Hackett house in 1910, and classes were

held there for two years until the

schoolhouse was built.

Built in 1912, the Allensworth

Schoolhouse was the biggest building in

town, and represented the hopes and

dreams that Allensworth's residents had

for their children.

The Allensworth Hotel, built

in 1910, served traveling

salesmen and others with

business in the area.

The first branch of the

Tulare County Free Library

was housed in Allensworth,

in this building--the Mary

Dickerson Memorial Library.

The Hindsman Store was and is a dominant

fixture of Allensworth.

The house Allen Allensworth

and his family built and called

home

Agricultural buildings, like this

dairy barn that belonged to the

Ashby family, were and are a big

part of the Allensworth

landscape.
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